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Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Excerpt from Hydro-Electric
Voltaic Chain Batteries The links are hooked into each other
with gilt wire, in such a manner that the zinc end or pole of one
link is connected with the copper pole of the next link, by the
said gilt wire. This forms a complete voltaic pile, the power of
which simply depends on the number of links or elements
generating the current, which is disengaged at the two
extremities as soon as the chain has been moistened (viz.: at
the two last links, or elements). One link deflects the magnetic
needle of the galvanometer - four elements decompose
acidulated water - six links water which is not acidulated; with
15 links the electric current passes through the human body,
produces sparks before the eyes, and all other physiological
phemomena. Of a chain of 50 to 60 links, the shocks are very
perceptible; 80 to 120 links produce a power sufficient for all
cases; but still the number of links or chains may be increased
to such a point that the shocks become insupportable....
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This publication could be worthy of a study, and superior to other. it was writtern extremely perfectly and beneficial. I
am just easily could possibly get a delight of reading through a published pdf.
-- Pr of . B er nie Tor phy-- Pr of . B er nie Tor phy

I just started o  reading this article ebook. It is actually writter in basic words and not confusing. I am just very happy
to let you know that this is the best ebook i actually have read through inside my individual daily life and can be he
finest ebook for possibly.
-- Da yne Johns-- Da yne Johns
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